
    

  
    
  
  


  





 1 ETH = 700 MTRc

 
           Token Distribution is finished

           
           
                 Over 7,5mln MTRc
           

           distributed

           (nominal value 10 849 ETH)
 

  ETH, BTC, LA and FIAT
 (min $10k in FIAT) 

 
 MTRc calculator
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      A connection cannot be found between modultrade.io and the previous website.
    
    OUR VIABLE PRODUCT

    
      
        The Problem we solve

        ModulTrade addresses the needs of small enterprises by eliminating the traditional barriers for entry in
          the global trade:
        

        • Lack of trust

        • High entry costs

        • Complexity of trade related operations
      

    

    
      
        Our Solution

        ModulTrade connects small enterprises to global trade via four main components:
        

        • Blockchain based Smart-contract platform

        • Trade related services platform

        • Trade & Reputation Network

        • Marketplaces
      

    

    
                
                        
                        clients:
400 M+
small enterprises globally

               

               
                       
                            

                            
                            Our Market

                            

                       

               

               
                        
                        volumes:
$ 6,7Tn+
B2B e-commerce

               

    

    

    Trade on ModulTrade PlatformTrade on MTP
    
  




  
We fix all hassle and risks for small businesses in a global trade just for 1% fee

    MEDIA ABOUT US
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                  ModulTrade – Enabling Cheap and Efficient Global Trade for SMEs

                  
                          From opening an account to moving money
between accounts, even for something as simple as buying online, banks
charge you fees for everything which adds up over time.
                           
While some may argue that charging
fees for services are justified, individuals are still let down every
day but the inefficiency of these institutions that are using outdated
systems and practices not fit for the modern era.
                           
One of these inefficiencies can be seen in international trade for micro-small-medium sized businesses (MSMEs).
                           
First, the idea of an international
trade is far beyond the capabilities of many MSMEs. Even if they want to
 trade internationally, they don’t know where and how to start which
represents a gap in the market.
                           
For these MSMEs to even enter
international trade, they would have to go through some sort of trade
financing to ensure that trades go smoothly without breaking the bank.
                           
Unfortunately, 56% percent of trade
financing proposals from MSMEs are rejected compared to the stark
contrast in multinational corporations where only 7% of proposals are
rejected.
                           
Proposals are often rejected because
MSMEs don’t have the resources to overcome the high entry costs of trade
 financing. The complexity of these trades is also too much for small
businesses where deals are rather simple and straightforward.
                           
The main problem, however, comes from the inherent lack of trust in these trades.
                           
Simply put, will the buyer pay the seller for the goods received or vice versa?
                           
This problem is currently solved with
risk-reducing steps like a letter of credits or bank guarantees but
these solutions are not effective for MSMEs because they are expensive
and the customer experience during the process is not always going to be
 a pleasant one.
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                  October 5, 2020

                  Interview With Evgeny Kaplin, ModulTrade ICO
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                  Coin Interview
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                  November 29, 2020

                  ModulTrade Token Sale Now Open

                  
                        ModulTrade launched their main token sale as a
 means of allowing users to participate and support functionality of
their blockchain-based global trade platform for micro, small and medium
 enterprises (MSMEs).
                        
Cited as one of the Top 20 Most Promising
 Blockchain Technology Solution Providers, the ModulTrade platform taps
into the heart of blockchain technology, providing users a secure
platform, with a simple digital end-to-end trade process, and
transactions in real time. The application of smart-contracts legally
and efficiently replaces conventional financial trade instruments, such
as letters of credit and bank guarantees. Overall, ModulTrade provides a
 new opportunity to MSMEs, minimises costs and time in a trusted digital
 marketplace, which allows businesses to meet, commit and execute trade
securely.
                        
Through continual development and testing
 of their minimal viable product, the ModulTrade technical team has
found themselves in a position which rises above others, with bringing
forward the launch of their fully functioning platform — a new digital
marketplace which is now live and ready to trade on.
                        
Currently, the ModulTrade platform
accepts ETH (Ethereum) in addition to MTRc (the ModulTrade token) for
funds, with plans to soon accept other ERC20 tokens, along with fiat
(USD, EU, £ etc.). To allow entrepreneurs to use the ModulTrade
Platform, some MTRc has been released for free float in the system.
Users may buy and sell MTRc at a nominal price of 1ETH = 700 MTRc at the
 exchange, Etherdelta.com. Soon, the ModulTrade platform will buy MTRc
at a nominal rate for fiat from merchants.
                        
Commenting on the start-up, ModulTrade
co-founder and CEO Evgeny Kaplin, said: “We launched our pre-sale in
early October, our pre-sale has so far attracted participants to raise
$1.5mln, or 3.5mln MTRc. We are very pleased with the progress of the
sale, as much as with the development of our fully functioning platform
and we are in the process of working with a German-based merchant."
                        
The company has attracted some of the
best experts in the financial trade, global currency and facilities
management industries, who sit on the advisory board. These include
author of "The Future of Money" Bernard Lietaer, LAToken CEO Valentin
Preobrazhensky and co-founder and Chief Investment Officer of GTR
Ventures Kelvin Tan, to name a few.
                        
The ModulTrade system will change the way
 companies trade, open networks across the world and provide a newfound
opportunity to make MSMEs go from local to global players.
                        
	ModulTrade opens its main token sale on Nov. 28, 2017.
                        
	Tokens to be distributed: 30’000’000 MTRc
                        
	Soft cap is set at: 5’000’000 MTRc
                        
	Hard cap is set at: 30’000’000 MTRc
                        
	Token price is set at 1 MTRc = 1/700 ETH
                        
	Payment is accepted in ETH, BTC, LA, fiat.
                        


                  

            

          
        

      

      
     
      
      

    



  




  
  

  

    WHY BUY MTRc RIGHT NOW?

    
           	1
	Become a holder of a new instrument for value exchange with a huge potential to grow 


           	2
	Participate in Creation of ModulTrade ecosystems 


           	3
	Finance in MTRc B2B trade transactions on ModulTrade platform for a fee
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    PARTNERS
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            Legal support
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            Founders Space
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            Latoken
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            Product Design
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            Token Sale support
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            Technical developer
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            Media support
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            Tokendesk
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    ROADMAP
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        Business plan and initial development strategy was created. Core team of four MIT mates was
          united and decided to take the project forward.
        

      

      
        Modultrade Ltd. incorporated in UK. Development strategy approved. Established basic
          organizational principles. Operation infrastructure set-up.
        

      

      
        White paper & business model created and verified by professional consultant
          (ITIRIV) & Ramparts Europe law firm.
        

      

      
        Prototype is able to support B2B trade: conclude a contract, block funds on the contract,
          track logistics info, release funds upon delivery.
        

      

      
        Users get a Letter of Credit functionality to execute trades trustfully in crypto or fiat
          currencies.
        

      

      
        Trade participants receives end to end service to execute trades easily and efficiently.
          Logistics, insurance, tax, bookkeeping services onboarded.
        

      

      
        Users can execute cross-border trade in ModulTrade ecosystem. Platform operates in UK, Italy,
          Germany. Trade participants receives end to end service to execut
        

      

      
        Users on the base of Reputational capital can get financing to facilitate the trade.

      

      
        Achieved a critical mass of users that creates a network effect in ModulTrade ecosystem. Users
          can execu
        

      

      
        Users receive access to reliable counterparties and global choice at optimal price.

      

      
        Global cover.

      

    

    
    

  




  
    TOKEN DISTRIBUTION TERMS

    

    
    	Token Sale is finished. Thank to our participants!


    
      
        For Token-Sale

        20 000 000 MTRc

      

      
        Token Price

        1MTRc = 1ETH/700

        Accepted Curencies

        ETH & BTC & LA & FIAT

        ERC20 Ethereum token

      

      
        Soft cap:

        5 000 000 MTRc

        Hard cap:

        30 000 000 MTRc
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        modultrade.com
      

     
    

    
     
      Contacts:

      
        Modultrade © 2021
      

      MTRcs are tokens in ModulTrade’s value ecosystem. They are not refundable, nor are they
        securities or for speculation. There is no promise of future performance. There is no suggestion or promise that
        MTRc has or will hold a particular value.
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